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Nature and Power on the Antebellum Southern Plantation: The Early Gardens of
Goodwood in Tallahassee, Florida
In 1830, aspiring planter and amateur botanist Hardy Croom arrived in what is now Leon
County, Florida. Croom came following his desire to join Florida’s burgeoning plantation
economy. He purchased 2,400 acres from the Lafayette Land Grant holdings in 1834 along with
his brother and began construction on his home in 1837.1 While he did not live to see the
completion of his plantation estate, Croom certainly left a legacy in the state of Florida.2 Hardy’s
brother Bryan continued in his stead and completed what is now known as Goodwood Plantation
in 1839 (figs. 1-2).3 Hardy left behind the discovery and taxonomy of two notable flora: the
Croomia pauciflora and the Torreya taxifolia (figs. 3a-3b).4
The subject of this paper is the antebellum gardens at Goodwood Plantation. Formal
garden spaces were not uncommon on Southern plantations, as I will demonstrate later.
However, the pre-Civil War landscape at Goodwood is no longer extant. What remains today are
the gardens of the early twentieth century owners of the estate. This paper draws on antebellum
landscape design to synthesize a concept of ordered space reflecting the antebellum principles of
controlling nature. Little information remains pertaining to the appearance of the garden spaces
during the time of the Croom brothers (1834-1857) or Arvah Hopkins (1858-1890), who owned
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the property during the antebellum period. Nothing definitive remains of the planter or the
enslaved landscaped space at the site today. For this reason, interpreting the gardens at
Goodwood requires comparative analysis of garden design in the Southern planter culture. I seek
to answer major questions regarding the antebellum gardens of Goodwood over the course of this
paper.
I will first introduce the men who created Goodwood Plantation, identifying them as
Southern planters who demonstrated a keen interest in the material economy of the plant. In
curating the garden for social status, what did they want to say to their peers? Second, because
there is almost no information on the gardens at Goodwood, I will discuss the broader patterns of
antebellum gardens by examining the designs and plantings from four Southern plantations.
What was the importance of gardens in the antebellum era, and what did they express within the
socio-cultural landscape? Next, I will briefly discuss how gardens of enslaved people allowed
them to reclaim some agency by exercising control of their own space. How did they navigate
the boundaries of the landscape? I will then place Goodwood within the broader historical
landscape context of empire and botany. How did the Southern plantocracy draw from the
garden practices of Europe to establish their landscapes? Following that discussion, I next turn to
the concept of taste and discernment within the realm of Goodwood. How did these planters
demonstrate power of the plant and power over the plant? Finally, I will propose a possible site
for the antebellum gardens on the Goodwood estate.
State of the Literature
The Cultural Landscape Report is a vital resource for the assessment of the garden space
at Goodwood.5 The report focuses primarily on the Fanny Tiers and Senator Hodges eras, but it
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also includes an expansive history of the property. Erica Clark and William Rogers, in their book
on the Croom family, provide detailed correspondence between Hardy and Bryan Croom, as well
as other primary source material.6 The files for the historic sites I analyze from the National
Register of Historic Places and the Historic American Building Survey (HABS) have also proved
invaluable in my study of the landscaped spaces of the antebellum era, as well as the planters
who created them.
There is a gap in the literature related to landscape design at plantations in the American
South. The use of specific plantings in plantation gardens served a changing symbolic function
over time. Most information regarding plantations focuses specifically on the architecture of the
Big House, or in the case of newer scholarship, the social and cultural issues surrounding
slavery. In Cabin, Quarter, Plantation, Clifton Ellis and Rebecca Ginsburg have compiled a
collection of essays that address the interaction of the enslaved with the greater landscape of the
plantation. Researchers have given little attention to the formal botanical space of an antebellum
plantation estate; even less of the scholarly discussion has focused on the use of specific
plantings as vehicles of symbolism. Through the original research contained in this paper, I seek
to contribute to the literature of plantation landscapes.
Introduction to Goodwood Plantation and the History of the Croom and Hopkins
Landscaping and Gardens (1838-1885)
There is no site plan for the antebellum landscape of Goodwood Plantation, only general
descriptions of the types of plants and crops grown on the land. Hardy Croom demonstrated his
expertise in land management and crop production by sharing his knowledge via the written
word. In 1834, Hardy wrote to the Farmers’ Register, submitting an essay on soil and crops of
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Middle Florida. He discussed the advantages and disadvantages of the region, noting the
temperature often turns too cold to produce citrus. He once farmed sugarcane in the area, but said
its production was difficult and costly: “I believe that in no part of the United States is the sugar
cane so good a crop as is cotton.”7 Cotton, he believed, should be the planter’s “principal
pursuit.” He also disapproved of cultivation of olives. Hardy suggested that farmers should
alternate oats and rye with corn and cotton crops to avoid depletion of the soil.
His brother, Bryan Croom, may not have been as keen a botanist as his late brother, but
he did succeed in becoming one of the wealthiest landowners in Leon County by 1850, according
to the Goodwood Cultural Landscape Report. Bryan had expanded the land holdings of the
plantation by purchasing an additional 1,500 acres after his brother’s death. His wealth came
from the cash crop of cotton, with peas, corn, rice, beans, oats, and sweet potatoes grown on the
property, chiefly for the consumption of the residents. Cothran states that flowers and shrubs
were planted around Goodwood after its completion, and that Arvah Hopkins later kept them up,
but does not go into further detail. Clark and Rogers describe the site in the Croom era as
attractive and covered with natural Florida vegetation in the form of trees and vegetation. Live
oaks and natural grasses are mentioned as blending in with purposefully planted flora during
Bryan Croom’s ownership of Goodwood, and “the overall result would have pleased Hardy and
Frances Croom.”8 Clark and Rogers also indicate Hardy Croom planned to install a botanical
garden on the grounds of Goodwood; I have found no primary documentation to this affect, but it
certainly fits within the framework of a refined planter and amateur botanist’s aspirations.9
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When Goodwood was purchased by Arvah Hopkins in 1858, the sale included the house,
1,576 acres of land, and forty-one enslaved people. Hopkins was deeply interested in the
advancement in cultivation and production of crops. He joined the Leon Agricultural Society as a
director in 1868, and introduced new farm equipment to the plantation.10 Hopkins decreased the
crop growth of corn and cotton at Goodwood, but increased the production of sweet potatoes.
The plantation also yielded hay, butter, wine, peas, and beans. Again, none of the landscaped
spaces exist from this era. A brief description from a Chicago Times’ reporter and travel author
in 1880 who visited Goodwood during the Hopkins ownership named George Barbour goes thus:
“This residence was well worth visiting, because it affords a striking evidence of how elegantly
the old-time planters enjoyed life…the spacious surrounding grounds are laid out in a park-like
style, with paths, lawns, and innumerable strange plants, ferns, and flowers.”11
Analysis of the Broader Pattern of Antebellum Gardens and Historic Sites used for
Comparison
In this section, I seek to investigate what species of plants were used and what they
signified to the planter class. This analysis emphasizes thematic elements of garden structure and
choice of plantings. In this way, I explore elements of the landscape within context, uncovering
local horticultural ideals appropriate to the period. To accomplish this, I evaluate other
antebellum Southern estates.
The Knott House in Tallahassee, Florida is the closest site geographically to Goodwood
(fig. 4). It was built in 1843, probably by George Proctor, a free black builder, for Thomas
Hagner and his bride Catherine Gamble. According to the Historic Sites Inventory for the site,
the gardens of the estate consisted of azaleas, camellias, crepe-myrtle, and rose bushes and took
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up half of the block.12 Olive trees or Olea europaea were also planted. In antiquity, the olive
branch was sacred, due to its symbolism of imperial power. The leaves were also associated with
Cupid, denoting peace and honor.13 Olive oil was recognized as having medicinal properties in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. From my research, I can find no existing site plan from
the Hagner/Gamble era, so this estate contributes choice of plantings without the benefit of
garden structure. However, also included in the Historic Sites Inventory is the claim that
Catherine Gamble brought with her from her home state of Virginia the first Camellia japonica
to be introduced to Florida (fig. 5). This particular plant, Camellia japonica 'Aunt Jetty’ was
given to the Gamble family as a gift from General Mercer in the court of King George and
planted in the formal gardens of what is now colloquially referred to as the Knott House.
This location is an ideal juxtaposition with Goodwood Plantation. The nearness in
geography assists with implications that these estate owners may have shared ideas in vernacular
garden design. Proximity could also indicate the opportunity for exchange or purchase of similar
plants between the two sites and their planters. Hagner and the Crooms were contemporaries in
Tallahassee, which in the late 1830s was a town of around 300 houses.14 These horticulturists
invariably knew each other, or at the very least, knew of each other. It would be reasonable to
assume the Crooms, if they had ornamental garden plantings, would grow plants similar to their
neighbors. Azaleas, camellias, crepe-myrtle, and roses are all plausible florae for the grounds of
Goodwood based on this assertion.
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Moving out of Florida, I turn to Rosedown Plantation in St. Francisville, Louisiana (fig.
6). It sits to the northwest of both Baton Rouge and New Orleans. The main house was built for
Daniel and Martha Turnbull between 1834 and 1835.15 At its largest, Rosedown Plantation
comprised approximately 3,455 acres, the majority of which was planted in cotton. A further
eighteen to twenty-eight acres were utilized as a pleasure garden by Martha and extensively
documented in a garden diary she kept from 1836 to 1895 (figs. 7-9).16 In the application for
admittance to the National Register of Historic Places, Rosedown asserts that in the antebellum
era, the enslaved kept their own individual garden plots adjacent to their quarters. They also note
a kitchen garden and an orchard on the grounds, which bolsters my assertion that while the
planter class sought dominion over nature, they still needed to plant for subsistence.
Rosedown Plantation and Goodwood were both cotton plantations with main houses built
around the same time, and are therefore suitable comparison sites. While there is no evidence
that the enslaved of Goodwood had gardens as a part of their quarters, Rosedown does provide
an example of a plantation where they existed. The scant records of crop growth outside of
cotton at Goodwood leads me to believe that the Crooms and Hopkins were planting for
subsistence at some level, with the yields of sweet potatoes, peas, corn, rice, and beans. This
parallels the kitchen garden of the Rosedown Plantation, although I do not have the records for
the foods grown in this Louisianan plot.
Next, I employ Magnolia Plantation and Gardens in Charleston, South Carolina for
interpretation with the antebellum gardens of Goodwood (fig. 10). The plantation, the oldest in
my chosen list of historical sites, dates to 1676, when Thomas and Ann Drayton built a house
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and small formal garden on the site.17 Magnolia, originally a rice plantation consisting of 1,872
acres at its apogee, passed through many generations until arriving in the ownership of John
Grimké Drayton in the 1840s.18 Under his ownership, the gardens flourished. According to the
Plantation’s request for admittance to the National Register of Historic Places, Grimke-Drayton
reworked the gardens into a more traditional English style (figs. 11-12). He also expanded their
breadth to twenty-five acres, while introducing Azalea indica to the Americas and using
Camellia japonica in an outdoor setting (fig. 13).19 Camellias and azaleas are joined by live oaks
and magnolias to enhance the expression of the planter’s knowledge and power over nature.
John Grimke-Drayton created a formal English garden on the grounds of Magnolia
Plantation, mingling the traditional style with the live oak and Southern magnolia to create an
antebellum planter’s dominion. A wide lawn is noted in the layout of the gardens, as well as
winding paths throughout the landscaped space that allow for glimpses of the flowering plants. It
is not definitively known whether Goodwood had any ornamental gardens at all, but if they
existed, they could have been designed in a layout of similar design to that of the formal gardens
of Magnolia Plantation.
The final plantation that will prove useful in my discussion of the antebellum gardens of
the Goodwood estate is Gunston Hall in Mason Neck, Virginia (figs. 14-15). Built between 1755
and 1758 for George Mason, Gunston Hall was once the center of a 5,500-acre tobacco and corn
plantation.20 Mason was a noted surveyor and plotted the layout for his gardens himself. He
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consulted contemporary garden books when mapping out his landscape, and created a logical,
linear sequence of garden features. Mason included vegetable gardens in his plantings, as well as
extensive orchards.21 An allée of cherry trees framing the driveway and the use of English
boxwood to edge large rectangular planting beds demonstrates the manipulation of the natural
space to promote and present order (fig. 16). This manipulation was evident not only to those
who would visit the plantation, but certainly the enslaved workers, as well.
Gunston Hall’s Buxus sempervirens or English boxwood, used to frame its rectangular
planting beds, grows slowly and can be used for topiary. This unhurried maturation led to an
association with longevity in ancient times, eventually suggesting that these plants are lucky. 22
The long life of these ornamental hedges and their evergreen leaves also tied their symbolism to
immortality and perseverance. A southern planter enforcing order in the antebellum landscape
would likely utilize a shrub with all these connotations suggested within its iconography. George
Mason also planted roses in his landscaped space at Gunston Hall. The rose is a very popular
plant, said to be one of the world’s most widely cultivated flowers.23 Depending on the color, the
rose can symbolize love, secrecy, purity or wisdom. The site plan for Gunston Hall does not
specify what type or color Mason chose to plant on his estate.
The landscaped space created by George Mason is defined, orderly, and controlled. This
plantation’s ornamental gardens demonstrate what could be achieved by the Southern planter
class when inspired by the empirical tradition. The grounds of Gunston Hall, with linear
sequencing and power over plants like the English boxwood for enclosing planting beds, are the
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epitome of refinement and discernment. Again, it is uncertain whether ornamental gardens
existed at Goodwood, but they certainly could have employed similar tactics as those seen at
Gunston Hall.
Taking these examples into account, I can hypothesize that gardens at Goodwood could
have contained the types of plantings common to the region and era, such as azaleas and
camellias. They would also most certainly contain the live oak and Southern magnolia, as these
species are rather common in the South, and are already typically found in the middle Florida
region (fig. 17). The Southern live oak, Quercus virginiana, is present and common throughout
all the historical sites I examine in this paper. These tall, stately trees are symbols of strength,
endurance and power.24 They are often seen draped with Spanish moss, Tillandsia usneoides, and
can grow naturally, as seen at Goodwood, or they can be planted in a way to create a canopy,
such as Rosedown Plantation. Due to the desire of the planter to control their surroundings, the
ornamental gardens of Goodwood would likely have some formal design, possibly in the English
manner. This knowledge could be gained from a contemporary garden book, like George Mason
utilized, or through conversation with other like-minded planters or botanists, like Knott House
owners Thomas Hagner and Catherine Gamble.
“Space vs. Place” and the Dichotomy of Slave Gardens in Southern Plantation Culture
Within the scholastic literature on the social dynamics of the plantocracy and the
enslaved, there is a tendency to place these groups into two discrete and distinct sets. I contend
that it is more complicated. The localized spaces within a larger context, or landscape, negotiated
and mediated the boundaries between planters and the enslaved. Garrett Fesler describes the term
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“space” as an area of physical dimension, while “place” is an area that is perceived and
experienced.25 The planter had the ability to control the “space” within the plantation landscape
through a demonstration of authority and manipulation of physical space. This conflicted with
the enslaved workers’ attempts to shape and contest the creation of “place.” The planter’s locus
of authority is deemed “space,” while the enslaved sought to recover a sense of “place” through
their quarters. Planters’ exercised physical and social control; the enslaved refashioned and
reclaimed at least a portion of the place, the result is a negotiated landscape. The process of
antebellum place making resulted in a physical legacy of an asymmetrical syncretic landscape;
the planters’ vision is manifest, but it is mediated by the limited exercise of agency by the
enslaved. Place making was and is a dynamic ongoing process. Consequently, plantation
landscapes reflect the changing conditions of settlement, enslavement, and cultivation.
Barbara Heath’s essay in Cabin, Quarter, Plantation discusses the integral role gardens
played in the lives of the enslaved. These spaces became part of the social as well as economic
core of the community. According to Heath, the yards and gardens were places where the
enslaved worked for their own benefit. Along with seeds received through plantation
provisioning, the enslaved often gathered wild edible fruits and grains. Due to this variety in seed
sources for their gardens, these enslaved planters could likely have had a heterogeneous diet. 26
There was also a possible fiscal element to the slave garden. Surplus produce could be sold to
plantation owners, merchants, or at local markets.27
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The built environment creates and enforces the racialization of slavery. As Dell Upton
theorizes, there is an “articulated processional” within the landscape that provides mediated
access into the plantation’s sphere depending on identity.28 This was accomplished with physical
barriers, such as gates, but could also include the landscaped garden space. The enslaved quarters
were a liminal space on the plantation. They were included in the scope of the planter master’s
view of the estate, as they typically occupied space close to the main house. The quarters were
also an integral component of the “black landscape.”29 While the buildings were certainly
important to the social and cultural wellbeing to the enslaved population on any plantation, as
Upton argues, the quarter extended beyond the four walls of the physical building. The yards
between the structures allowed for socialization and, in the case of some plantations, the
cultivation of gardens. The swept yard was another fairly common component of the plantation
landscape, according to Garrett Fesler.30 While some reasoning behind this practice was
practical, another aspect of this activity was empowerment. The performativity of sweeping the
yard, much like growing a garden, presented a dynamic opportunity for the enslaved to carve out
a small sense of their own space and place. Fesler refers to an eighteenth century Virginian
planter who recorded in his diary his disapproval of the enslaved people on his plantation
sweeping their yards.31
Rosedown Plantation in Louisiana, a historic estate used earlier for ornamental garden
comparison, demonstrates the existence of slave gardens on their site.32 Kingsley Plantation in
Jacksonville, Florida has an interpretive slave garden display on the grounds of their site
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discussing the types of vegetables likely to have been planted there (fig. 18).33 The TiptonHaynes Historic Site in Johnson City, Tennessee has also provided an interpretation of a slave
garden attached to a restored slave cabin on the grounds.34 There is no evidence that slave
gardens existed on the Goodwood plantation. Without the known location of the slave quarters, it
is impossible to discern whether there were swept yards or vegetable gardens kept by the
enslaved. Assuredly, the labor of the enslaved people made the pleasure garden possible in the
antebellum south. Without the production of the cash crops of cotton, sugar, rice, and tobacco,
the ornamental gardens of the planter class would not have existed.
Historical Precedent of Empire and Botany
In order to fully understand Goodwood and its landscape in the antebellum age, I need to
situate it within the larger historical context and tradition of garden design. An exchange of
plantings and establishment of botanical gardens in Europe during the colonial period was
emulated by the antebellum Southern plantocracy. The use of the garden to convey power and
class refinement is evident throughout the deep South. As Southern planters began to introduce
new and exotic plants into the “New World”, such as the Camellia japonica and the Azalea
indica, they were following in a centuries-old tradition set forth by royal heads of Europe. With
the emulation of introducing new species of plants, the plantocracy also employed the traditional
garden designs of the “Old World” aristocracy. As seen in George Mason’s formal gardens at
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Gunston Hall, the traditional English garden design traveled overseas and over time, carrying
with it the connotations of class and cultural refinement.
The gardens built for Louis XIV beginning in the 1660s by André Le Nôtre were
“experiments in and massive displays of ‘intelligent’ territorial management” according to
Chandra Mukerji.35 These spaces were important to showcase the intelligence of the French in
botany and horticulture to the public. They also served as laboratories of colonial botany, both to
allow for experimentation and dissemination of plants around the world. Power was also
demonstrated amongst the plants in the Jardin du Roi. Under the reign of Louis XIV, walks
through the gardens of Versailles were used as a demonstration of the power of the regime.36
At Versailles in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the flower beds were bursting
with exotic and fragrant flowers from around the world.37 The camellia was a desirable plant in
the French court. A native of south-east Asia, the plant was imported to the West by the Dutch
East India Company in 1692.38 It then travelled to Saxony and England in the mid eighteenth
century before being imported to Versailles. It was coveted by all the royal courts in Europe for
its unusual ability to bloom in the winter. There was an interesting exchange with the “New
World” as well when it came to botany. The black walnut, Juglans nigra, or “American walnut”
was introduced to Europe in 1629.39 A rare pecan tree, Carya illinoinensis, was also introduced
to the gardens of Versailles in the eighteenth century from North America.
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Taste and Discernment of Goodwood Plantation
The planter had the capability to conduct economic exchange for various goods,
including plants. The plant had inherent commercial value to the owner, rendering the plant
“powerful” in a sense. Knowledge of horticulture becomes power through the elevation of a
plant to realms of scientific classification and identification, as in the case of planter Hardy
Croom and the Torreya taxifolia. With the identification of a new and rare species, Croom
demonstrated an inimitable power over the plant, one that few ever experienced. With the
salience of the curated garden in the antebellum era, this defines the plantocracy and its quest for
the control of land. The ability to converse in the languages of botany, taste, and refinement was
evidenced in the manicured and controlled formal gardens of the plantation. Croom, an “expert
amateur botanist” and plantation owner, sought to use the garden as a vehicle for cultivation of
visual identity.40 He accomplished this both with the knowledge of the plant, as seen in his
writings to the Farmer’s Register and manipulation of the plant, as seen in the ceilings of the
plantation home. The seccos in the formal parlor ceilings helped convey the sense of refinement
of Croom as a notable botanist, through the imagery of the cotton motif and the possible
personification of the Croomia plant.41 As the curators of Decolonizing Refinement assert, the
mural work on Goodwood’s ceilings suggest the control over the agricultural cycle the planter
possessed. This “aesthetic refinement” continues into the back-parlor ceiling to the assorted
plants in the vases and leads the viewer to assess the sophistication and urbanity of the Crooms
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and their knowledge of natural history, taste, and discernment. Making the distinction between
different types of plants was a visual and intellectual exercise for the visitor.
Clifton Paisley briefly mentions a meeting between Hardy Croom and Alvan Wentworth
Chapman in October of 1835. These two intellectual men invariably discussed nature and botany
upon meeting, and despite the death of Hardy just a few years later, Chapman “who became the
foremost plant taxonomist in the nation, credited Croom with starting him on his own career.”42
Chapman went on to write extensively on the plants found in the Southeast, publishing a book
Flora of the Southern United States in 1860, and discovering a variety of plants and trees over
the course of his lifetime including the custard apple, the wild Florida azalea, the spreading
yellow foxglove, Georgia holly, and the endangered Chapman's Rhododendron.43
Proposed Ornamental Garden Site on Goodwood Plantation
The Cultural Landscape Report for Goodwood includes a section on existing conditions
on the property (fig. 19). Under the heading of the “West Woods,” its current land use is
specified as a wooded buffer to the adjacent properties. The author states that the area
historically had a “more garden-like setting with a variety of ornamental plants.”44 The
vegetation present in the area, defined as a Beech-Magnolia Climax Forest by a local forester in
2003, is varied and plentiful. Trees include sweetgum, Southern magnolia, live oak, water oak,
red mulberry, silverbell, mockernut hickory, partridge berry, beauty berry and strawberry bush.
Other plants, more ornamental in classification were also identified. These include hydrangeas,
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camellias, azaleas, amaryllis, sumac, nandina, ligustrum, podocarpus, and ardesia.45 Cothran
posits that these are evidence of a planting scheme in the area. There are also several historic
irrigation heads, further leading him to the conclusion that this area contained a curated
landscape. What he does not clarify, however, is to what ownership era this planting scheme
should be attributed.
The Water Tower, built in 1912 in the Fanny Tiers era, was built on the site of an earlier
well.46 Cothran does not go into greater detail about the original well, but I deduce that it dated to
a former owner. If it was extant in the time of the Crooms or Hopkins, and if the irrigation
system could conceivably be from an earlier era, then this well could have supplied a series of
irrigation heads placed throughout the curated antebellum landscape.
In an earlier section entitled “Character Area History” in the discussion of the West
Woods, Cothran states that the plantings in this location are thought to be from the later
ownership eras, namely Fanny Tiers or Senator Hodges.47 He speculates that there may be
evidence of remnants of an earlier garden and that these prior plantings had become overgrown
at some point in history. Also mentioned is a “violet walk” recorded by Senator Hodges as being
the oldest named landscaped feature on the Goodwood property.48 It is no longer extant, but it
appears to have been located on the west side of the house, near the West Woods.
Brick and stucco “lions” date from the Croom era of Goodwood ownership. These lawn
animals have, over time, been placed on the Center Lawn and on the front steps of the main
house. These ornaments suggest that the Crooms created some sort of prescribed or ornamented
45
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landscaped space in order to display lawn figurines. Much like marble or bronze statuary found
in formal gardens in Europe, these lions could have been placed in an ordered horticultural
setting. Something else of import noted by Cothran is the era in which photographic recording
began at Goodwood. The Arrowsmiths purchased the property from Arvah Hopkins and owned
the estate from 1885-1910. This is when the first photographs were taken of the property, despite
the advent of the technique nearly fifty years prior. This lack of visual material coupled with
scant written documentation of the house and grounds in the antebellum time frame leads to
difficult interpretation surrounding the state of the landscape.
Taking all this evidence into account, I propose the West Wood as a possible location for
curated antebellum gardens at Goodwood Plantation in either the Croom or the Hopkins era.
With the various historical ornamental plantings present in the wooded area, and evidence of an
irrigation system, there certainly seems to have been a formal garden located there at some point
in the past. Coupled with the Croom era “lions” on the property, I assert one of the antebellum
owners of Goodwood Plantation cultivated plantings in a formal arrangement on the land to the
northwest of the main house at some time in the nineteenth century.
Conclusion
I demonstrate in this paper that the antebellum planter class in Southern culture sought to
curate landscaped space as a tool for signifying social status. The ordered space within the
garden grounds, and more specifically, the types of plants used, established a representation of
the planter as powerful over nature. Due to the lack of extant primary and secondary source
materials, I propose a hypothetical garden design based on antebellum principles of power over
nature as observed from similar plantations, both in the immediate area and in the broader South.
I also suggest, given new evidence, a possible location for the ornamental gardens on the
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Goodwood Plantation grounds. I situate the Southern antebellum planter within the broader
scope of empire and botany, as well as place Hardy Croom within the ideals of taste and
discernment as applied to the study of plants and their power over them. Goodwood Plantation in
Tallahassee as an antebellum garden space provides more questions than answers, but can be
interpreted when placed in a broad context of empire, nature, power, and the plant.
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Figure 1. Goodwood Museum and Gardens, 1830s. Tallahassee, Florida. Historic American
Buildings Survey (HABS).
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Figure 2. Goodwood Museum and Gardens Site Plan, c.1912 Survey for Mrs. Alexander Tiers.
Goodwood Cultural Landscape Report.

Figure 3a. The Croomia pauciflora of Florida. Google images.
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Figure 3b. The Torreya taxifolia of Florida. Google images.

Figure 4. Knott House, 1843. Tallahassee, Florida. Florida Memory.
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Figure 5. Camellia japonica 'Aunt Jetty'. Google images.

Figure 6. Rosedown Plantation, 1834-1835. St. Francisville, Louisiana. HABS.
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Figure 7. Rosedown Plantation, 1834-1835. St. Francisville, Louisiana. Map of grounds. Google
images.
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Figure 8. Rosedown Plantation, 1834-1835. St. Francisville, Louisiana. Google images.

Figure 9. Rosedown Plantation, 1834-1835. St. Francisville, Louisiana. Google images.
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Figure 10. Magnolia Plantation, 1676. Charleston, South Carolina. Google images.

Figure 11. Magnolia Plantation, 1676. Charleston, South Carolina. Google images.
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Figure 12. Magnolia Plantation, 1676. Charleston, South Carolina. Map of grounds. Google
images.

Figure 13. Magnolia Plantation, 1676. Charleston, South Carolina. Google images.
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Figure 14. Gunston Hall, 1755-1758. Mason Neck, Virginia. HABS.

Figure 15. Gunston Hall, 1755-1758. Mason Neck, Virginia. Google images.
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Figure 16. Gunston Hall, 1755-1758. Mason Neck, Virginia. HABS.

Figure 17. View of Goodwood façade with Southern live oak, Quercus virginiana, and Spanish
moss, Tillandsia usneoides. Google images.
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Figure 18. Kingsley Plantation, c.1797-1798. Jacksonville, Florida. Photograph taken by author.
Interpretive signage regarding both slave and planter’s gardens.

Figure 19. Contemporary drawing of Goodwood Museum and Gardens. Museum website.

